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New computer system assists School of Education
By Luther Mitchell
The School of Education’s newly installed, four-floor
computer system has made the administrative process
easier.
The computers, which are Apple II models, are able
to communicate with computers on other floors.
Two years ago, the School of Education purchased a
couple computers to be used for performing basic correspondence duties, such as word processing, which is used
to figure budgets and travel expenses.
Since that time, the school has purchased several
computers, one of which was for the dean’s office.
E. David Migocki, a professor of education who was
an associate dean at the time of the proposal, said at
first, the computers sat in offices as "stand alone instruments." Migocki said the computers could not commu-

Stanford officials
to discuss library
at the White House

nicate with each other when in different rooms or on
another floor.
Migocki said that inability to transfer information
back and forth was beginning to be troublesome.
"For example, let’s say I want to write a letter or do
some typing. I would have to use a specialized program
and load it into the computer," Migocki said. "Each one
of these programs can realistically cost anywhere from
8100 to $100 a piece."
Migocki said that if he has a program and he wants
the other departments to be able to use his, he has three
alternatives: remove the program out of his computer
and let other departments use it; purchase copies for
both himself and other departments at $700 each; or
switch the program back and forth from computer to
computer.

Migocki said this is where the idea of a network
comes into play.
"With a network, you don’t need to use a plot or
program.
"Instead, the heart of the network is a platter that is
sealed ins case called a hard disc," he said.
Migocki said the type the School of Education uses
has a floppy disc, which will hold about 140,000 computer
bytes of information.
He said the hard disc for the network, which is located on the first floor, will hold literally hundreds of
pages of information, while the floppy disc will hold 40
pages.
"Instead of having to transfer these things from
computer to computer, we can take these floppy diskettes, put them on a hard disc and hook each of the

computers into the hard disc at any given time. Anybody
can simply turn on that hard disc, and electronically can
get the information that is on there and put it on their
system," Migocki said.
Migocki said the School of Education saved lots of
money by buying extra software, He said the department
has allowed all of the computers on the four floors to
instantly communicate with one another in a manner
similar to a telephone.
Migocki said that with the growth of the industry, the
new system may be obsolete in a few years.
"I don’t really know what will take place in the future," Migocki said. "If you look back, a lot of changes
have taken place. When the microcomputers came out
five years ago, diskettes did not exist."

You can’t win ’ern all

STANFORD (AP) Stanford University President
Donald Kennedy and others will meet with presidential
adviser Edwin Meese III at the White House on Wednesday in hopes of resolving problems surrounding the proposed Ronald Reagan presidential library.
Problems with locating a presidential library at
Stanford concern governance of a proposed public affairs center linked to the library.
Stanford officials, including Kennedy and board of
trustees President William Kimbell, have told the Reagan administration that a public affairs center should be
under university governance, not under direction of the
Hoover Institution, a conservative and sometimes controversial think-tank.
Under federal law, the library itself and a museum
would be administered by the General Services Administration.
Last month, responding to the position of Stanford
officials, Meese replied that "unilaterally ruling out the
administrative role of the Hoover Institution" in any
public affairs center is "tantamount to making the president an offer he cannot accept."
Since then, both Kennedy and Kimball have sought
a meeting with Meese to resolve differences. Kennedy
told the Stanford faculty senate on Thursday that a
White House meeting would be "to clarify, to see how
much flexibility there" is in the position of Meese.

si

Kennedy also told the faculty senate that the Stanford board in its December meeting "may take an action that does go pretty far to committing Stanford to
take the presidential library."

Analysis

. U.S. bombing raid
escalates tension
By Barry Schweid
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON The U.S. bombing raid on Syrian
batteries in Lebanon deepens the American combat role
in the perilous Middle East while heightening the potential for a confrontation with the Soviet Union.
The 1,500 Marines hunkered down in the outskirts of
Beirut eight more were killed in Druze attacks on
continued on back page
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Tom Chandler
frustrated Linda Fournet gets a pat of
assurance from Felicia Schuller after a

’Death squads’ upset Reagan
Administration seeking to stop right-wing funding
The Reagan administration
NEW YORK (AP)
is seeking ways to stop the flow of money to right-wing
death squads in El Salvador from supporters in Miami’s Salvadoran exile community. Newsweek magazine reports.
The U.S. government may try to deport some of
the death squads’ financial backers or freeze their
bank accounts, and is looking for possible violations of
"immigration, tax, firearm or currency laws," Newsweek reported in its Dec. 12 edition.
President Reagan is solidly behind the move,
Newsweek said, saying one unidentified administra-

tion official quoted Reagan as saying recently: "This
killing must stop."
As part of this "major investigation" in Miami,
the magazine said, national security adviser Robert
McFarlane recently asked Attorney General William
French Smith and FBI Director William Webster "to
explore legal grounds for deporting exiles long believed to have financed death -squad activities."
Some officials, Newsweek said, are admitting
that the probe should have started three years ago
"when death squad supporters were less sophisticated about hiding and transferring their money."

point was scored against the SJSU
SJSU lost in the first round of the

team.
NCAA

volleyball tournament against Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo. For story, see page 7.

Soviet military chief pledges
U.S. will not have superiority
MOSCOW (AP)
The Soviet military chief of general staff vowed yesterday never to allow the United
States to gain military superiority and restated Kremlin
plans for countering the NATO deployment of medium range missiles in Western Europe.
"The United States will not have a superiority," said
Gen. Nikolai V. Ogarkov, who is also first deputy defense
minister.
In a statement at a news conference for Soviet and
foreign journalists, Ogarkov said the arrival of U.S.
cruise missiles in Britain and Pershing 2 missile components in West Germany had "changed the military balance."
Since the Soviet Union views those weapons as first

strike missile’s, he said, the Soviet military was being
forced to put new nuclear rockets on submarines cruising off U.S. shores.
He said those missiles would match the Pershing 2
and cruise missiles in "range, yield, accuracy and most
important in the flight time to their targets."
Ogarkov spoke along with First Deputy Foreign Minister Georgi M. Kornienko and Kremlin spokesman Leonid M. Zamyatin. Behind the three officials was a giant
diagram outlining Soviet and U.S. proposals made at
arms talks in Geneva and the Soviet count of warheads,
missiles and aircraft the two sides have pointed at each
other.

Nutrition, sociology instructors win contest
?

By Jennifer Koss
Nutrition instructor Mary Ann Sullivan
and Maxine White, a sociology instructor,
were the winners in a contest designed to test
the SJSU faculty’s awareness of women, it
was announced yesterday.
Questionnaires were sent to 1600 faculty
members nearly two weeks ago, but yielded
only 40 responses, Karen Hester said.
Hester is a co-director of the Women’s
Center and one of 14 male and female students, faculty members and administrators on
the Team for Change, a group concerned with
the inclusion of women and minorities in the

curriculum.
The questionnaire was too tough to be an.
swered by the majority of faculty, said Diane
Schaffer, counseling director and head of the
Team for Change.
"We made a mistake in making it so
hard," she said.
Another mistake was not informing faculty that the Team for Change was itself unaware of many of the answers, Schaffer said.
Embarrassment was probably one of the
reasons so few questionnaires were returned.
Several faculty members returned the
forms with scrawled comments of frustation

such as:
This is getting embarrassing...
"Where do I go for help?" "1 wish I could go to
the library," according to Hester.
Sullivan and White correctly answered 21
out of 25 questions, she said, but an interesting
aspect of the contest is that "a couple of male
professors got scores of about 20."
Contest winners will receive awards at a
wine and pate reception at 4 p m. Thursday at
the Women’s Center. Besides those who submitted completed questionnaires, any faculty
member interested in the goals of the Team
for Change is invited to attend, Schaffer said.
"We’ve invited Gail Fullerton to present

the awards,- Hester said, "hut we don’t know
if she’ll be able to."
The contest was "a fun first step," she
said.
"We feel it piqued people’s interest,"
Schaffer said
Where does the Team for Change go from
here?
Team members plan on meeting with departments to develop seminars for SJSU faculty, and to give them ideas about including
women in the curriculum, Schaffer said.
"We’re trying to keep it in a very positive
vein," she said.

Meet editors
for spring ’84
Spring 1984 editor Jennifer Koss and three of her editors will hear student comments at a Meet the Editors
forum today at noon in the
S.U. Pacheco Room. Current
Editor Mike Betz also will be
present with three editors
from this semester.
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Dorm residents left in the dark
Saturday was a miserable day, but it was worse for
dormitory residents.
The heavy winds and rains frustrated many San
Jose and Bay Area residents. Trees were uprooted,
streets were flooded and there were several blackouts.

Mark Sweeny
Associate Layout Editor

The residents in the seven SJSU dormitories also
were suffering the effects of nature’s wrath and poor
planning on the housing deparment staff’s part made
the day a little more dangerous.
West Hall, the 12-story complex, and the three residence halls on 10th street had three power failures Saturday.
The dormitories on Eighth street were not effected
by the last power shortage which lasted for more than
three hours, but for those residents who weren’t as
lucky, it was not long before the sun went down and they
were covered in darkness.
Residents clung to the walls like blind men trying to
make their way to their rooms. The crash of garbage
cans was heard throughout the halls as people tripped
over them.
The power elevators on the 12 story West Hall also
were not functioning and the residents had to climb
flights of stairs in the dark. People ran into one another
and the journey to their floor was slow and hazardous.
Practical jokers and vandals littered the halls with
garbage and cushions, hoping a resident would trip and
fall;
Some people used candles and flashlights to find
their way and although these residents showed good
foresight, a larger majority could only curse the darkness.

Fortunately, there were no reported injuries in the
dormitory, but what about the next blackout’? The residents might not be so lucky, and since they are paying to
stay in the residence halls, their safety must be taken
into consideration by the housing office staff.
These potential dangers could have been eliminated
if the housing staff had purchased battery-operated
emergency lights.
Many businesses invest in these emergency lights
and when a power shortage occurs, the employees are
protected from the dark.
The light emitted from these devices help people to
see where they are going and reduce the chance of falling down the stairs, tripping over objects or running into
other people.
Besides being used as an emergency light source,
these devices could prevent another problem.
Candles are hazardous, and the chances of a fire
starting in the dormitories during a power shortage
would be too high to take the risk.
The housing administrators should seriously con
sider installing battery -operated emergency lights to be
used when there is a power shortage.
By placing them in the stairwells and in the hallways, residents will be safer and the risk of having an
accident will be reduced.
The money to pay for these emergency lights should
come from the Dorm Revenue Fund which is now being
used to finance the dormitory remodeling project. This
is the account where the residents’ housing payments
are deposited, and the money is used to improve the
living eonditions in the dormitories.
The housing office staff should contact the manufacturers of these emergency lights and have them submit
bids for the staff’s considerations.
The installation of these lights should be a high
priority item before another blackout occurs which
could result in injuries to the residents.
A power failure is an unpleasant experience for people, but it is worse when there are no lights to help them
cope with the darkness.
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The forum page is your page. The Daily encourages readers’ comments on any topic.
The viewpoints expressed in opinion articles
are those of the author. Editorials appearing
on this page are the opinion of the Spartan
Daily.

A deserving favorable response to Stefanie C.
Kriegers letter I finally) printed in the Nov. 29 issue of
the Daily.
From a political standpoint, it is my opinion that a
nuclear arms freeze is unrealistic and indeed ridiculous.
However, that is not to say I am opposed to such ideology. It is a goal which should be realized as long-termed
and undoubtedly worth striving for. For myself, or anyone else, it would be atrocious to condemn such a possibility for several reasons:
As pointed out by Krieger, "Don’t knock a nuclear
arms freeze until we’ve tried it" ( Altough such philosophy is dangerous when you observe the opponents view:
Don’t knock a nuclear arms build-up until we’ve tried it;
and that is exactlry what is going on.) It is however safe
to apply such an attitude of an eventual freeze to be
jusitf led by the following reason.
. A nuclear arms freeze is in the best interest of the
individual and the world itself since we alleviate specific means of committing genocide on a world-wide
scale.
Krieger later points out that once all U.S. Euro-missiles have been deployed, the Soviets are to go launch-on
wanting. I believe the impact of such an action has yet
to be realized by the people of America . Specifically,
launch-on-warning means this: Should Soviet survailance systems detect any form of a possible threat ( i.e.
the approach of nuclear missiles aimed for the Soviet
Unibn) to their national security, ground missiles will be
!awed automatically.
.No human involved, no petty commanders decision,
only an inferior computer decision; which I might add,
hassbeen known to mistake pigeons flying in the vicinity
as a direct nuclear missile attack.
The technology of both the Soviet Union and the
United States has yet to devise accurate survailance
systems capable of distinghuishing a group of pigeons
front nuclear missiles. Perhaps it is wrong to blame the
pigeons. In fact, the blame lies on us.
.We are advocating a crisis situation which jeoparidies the welfare of the entire world. Launch-on-warning:action by the Soviets must be prevented, whatever
the cost.
:It is vital that those of you reading this letter, or any
article on the issue of nuclear arms, awaken and organize your thought to support, strive and eventually accoriplish the single most important goal of humanity.
its Preservation.
It is imperative that everyone incorporate beliefs
that will eventually unify us and accomplish the goal I
speak of.The freeze debate is no longer a debate; rather,

freshman

A.S. member says group rosters
not released by Student Services
Editor:
I wish to clarify an article in Friday, Dec. 2 issue of
the Daily concerning the Gay and Lesbian Alliance and
their relationship to the now defunct Gay Student Union.
The article implied that members of the Associated
Students special allocations committee and the board of
directors has access to the rosters of student groups.
This is incorrect.
Students Programs and Services does not release
group rosters for public scrutiny. The rosters are considered confidential information. Only if a group files a
Club Release of Information form may Student Programs and Services make available the name of the
club representative whose name is indicated on that
form, and only that name may be released.
Members of the special allocations committee
asked Student Programs and Services if a new roster
had been submitted by GALA, but made no request to
see that roster.
Neither the A.S. nor Student Programs and Services
has any desire to violate the confidentiality of student
groups.
Stephanie Duer
A.S. Director of Community Affairs
Political Science
senior

Pan-African Student Union
spouts childish reactions
Editor
On Thursday Dec.1. I read with disgust the childish,
reactionary comments of Immani Kuumba of the PanAfrican Student Union had for the Associated Students
special allocations committee.
That was a poor showing on PASU’s part.
Are these people always going to go off spouting
gauche little buzz words like "racist," "white supremist" and "capitalistic dog" every time they don’t get
their way? I certainly hope not.

by Berke Breathed
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a long-term goal. The freeze itself, when it manifests, is
still only one step in a much greater goal
a world
beyond conflict between ideologies and -isms, under
which all can respect diverse religions and political doctrines for the benefit of all humanity.
Todd Leroy Perreira
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Diane Murphy

Oh Santa, won’t
you buy me . . .

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The nuclear freeze should be
a long-term goal for humanity
Edit-or:

From Where
I Sit

No doubt there are students on this working-class
campus that would be idealistic enough to support
PASU’s cause the unification of Africa
more so
here than on an elitist campus like Stanford.
However, reading stupid slogans on the bathroom
walls of the dormitories is not going to arouse their
idealism let alone hearing a representative of the PASU
call the AS. "a bunch of racists."
With its shabby and sometimes violent rhetoric, the
PASU probably scares away more supporters than its
gains.
The PASU ought to take lessons from Gandhi. He
did a fine and peaceful job of kicking the British out of
India.
(’hris Richgels
Civil Engineering
junior

Doing the job more important
than yelling and screaming
Editor:
Well, I’m about to graduate ( I think) and as many, I
ponder on what I’ve gained out of all this.
I’ve learned in perspective very little about my
major field of study. I’m sure I’ll learn more in the first
two months on the job than in the last two years in
school.
What I have learned will be of much more importance in my career, and in my personal life as well.
I’ve learned I can accomplish things I didn’t think I
could.
Knowing how to deal with people and situations appropriately and professionally is what I’m going to be up
against in the "real world" and what is going to make
the difference as to whether I will be successful or not.
Whether in a school or work situation, it does no
good except for the release of one’s own frustrations to
yell and scream. The important thing is to realize the
goal (getting a job done, graduating, getting a good
grade) using the resources (co-workers, management,
teachers) that are available.
Patricia James
Advertising
senior

Students need to be re-educated
with cost of the new REC
Editor:
Your talkman on Friday. Dec. 2 tells all.
This is a marvelous example of the fiscal stupidity
duped upon the students of SJSU by groups with little
brains and big mouths, who use our apathy as a means
to achieve their own means.
The Daily would do justice to all of us to reacquaint
us with the REC issue and its cost, for which we will pay.
It’s time to stop dumping the ill-conceived notions of
fly-by-night student councils on the incoming freshmen
Stafford lichent
Music
junior

Letters
All letters must bear the writer’s name, signature,
major, phone number and class standing. The phone
number is for verification purposes, and will not be
printed.
Letters can be delivered to the Daily, upstairs in
Dwight Bentel Hall, or at the information center on the
first floor of the Student Union.
The Spartan Daily reservkis the right to edit letters
for length, grammar and libel.

I don’t go in much for Scrooge, the Ghost of
Christmas and all that stuff, but I had a dream last
night.
John in his kerchief and I in my cap had just
settled in for a long winter’s nap. Our $35 Christmas
tree sat atop the coffee table in the corner of the
living room and cast red and green flickers of light
on the bedroom wall.
Suddenly the screen of my subconscious came
on and somewhere in dreamland a telephone rang.
In my dream, I picked up the receiver.
"Diane Murphy’?" asked the voice on the other
end of the line.
"That’s right," I said sleepily. The voice
seemed somehow familiar and friendly. In fact, it
reminded me a lot of Burl Ives.
"This is Santa Claus," the voice said.
In real life I may have slammed the phone
down, rolled back over and gone to sleep. But, this
being a dream, I immediately stood up on the bed
and danced around like visions of sugar plums
(whatever that means).
"Damn! John, John, Santa Claus is on the telephone! Santa Claus, Santa Claus!!" I shouted in
near hysterics. "Why on earth are you calling me,
Santa?"
"You’ve been particularly good this year Diane
and I wanted to ask you what exactly it is you want
for Christmas," he said.
What I wanted for Christmas! Imagine. Santa
calling me! How incredible! How miraculous! how
phenomenal! How totally cool.
I sat a moment and thought. I already have
warm and wonderful friends. I have a nice place to
live where I feel safe and secure. I thought some
more.
"Santa," I said thoughtfully, "I have all the
food I can eat. I have my health and I have good
friends.
"I have the opportunities to do and be whatever
I want to do and be," I continued. "I live in a country where I can speak my mind and I can even write
my mind. Where I can criticize my government.
And I can even leave the country if I want to."
"Santa," I said, "I have all the clothes I need
and I have shelter. I even have enough money to be
frivolous on occasion. I have a multitude of things
and I have my family."
"So Santa," I added. "there is very little I
need."
"Yes," said Santa, evidently pleased, "I think I
see what you’re saying."
"Yes," I said, reflecting on all my assets, "the
only thing I can think of that I’d really like is a 1984
Jaguar, jade green with a taupe interior and
leather dash."
There was a long pause on the other end of the
telephone. "I, uh, was thinking more in terms of a
sweater or a crock pot," Santa said
I bristled a bit. "My friends all drive Porsches.
I must make amends."
With that I woke up. Droplets of sweat were
rolling down my brow and I hoped that Santa hadn’t
been eavesdropping on my little bit of reverie. After
all, I had displayed such crass commercialism.
I sat a moment in bed wondering if it really had
been a dream. I shuttered. "I hope so, I hope so. I
hope so, I. . ."
Suddenly a tingle of excitement shot up my
spine. I jumped from the bed, yanked the
Christmas light plug, threw open the sash and
looked out at the driveway.
Nothing was there.
"iimmmpf," I grumbled under my breath as I
headed back to bed. "Who wants a lousy crock
pot?"
Diane Murphy is a columnist for the Daily. Her
column appears every Tuesday.
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Social security benefits face tax

Inflation to ease in ’84,
U.S. economists say

States may copy feds on taxing benefits if income exceeds $25,000
.,

conformity statutes that require them to follov,
federal tax guidelines.
But some states already have passed legislation exempting Social Security benefits from
taxation, and the retirees’ group and others are
planning to lobby in state capitals for similar
legislation.
The association surveyed state tax officials
and reported its findings in the December issue
of its News Bulletin.
The AARP estimated that a couple living in
the District of Columbia whose adjusted gross
income is $32,500 could face an annual local tax
increase of $140, while in New York State the
tax rise could exceed $250 for a couple in simi-

By Christopher Connell
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON
Middle and upper -income retirees, already facing a new federal
levy on half their Social Security, may also
have to pay state income tax on those benefits
in most states, a retirees’ organization warned
Saturday.
The American Association of Retired Persons said it surveyed state tax offices and found
that as many as 29 states and the District of
Columbia may impose state levies on Social
Security benefits.
In most of the states, the tax could take
place automatically because the states have

lar circumstances.
Last April, Congress, as part of the compromise Social Security bailout plan, voted to
tax half of Social Security benefits starting in
1984 for individuals and couples with incomes
above certain levels. It will not affect the tax
returns due in April on income earned this
year.
The federal tax kicks in if an individual’s
adjusted gross income, plus half his or her Social Security benefits, plus any interest from
municipal bonds or other tax-exempt investments, exceeds $25,000.
For married couples filing joint returns,
the tax threshold is $32,000.

UnemployNEW YORK ( AP)
ment will decrease, inflation will ease
and the U.S. economy will grow steadily while remaining recession-free in
1984, the Conference Board predicted
Sunday.
The nation’s gross national product
will climb by 5.4 percent, and inflation,
as measured by the consumer price
index and the producer price index, is
expected to rise by 4.9 percent, the
board said.
"We see no local explosions and no
virtuoso performances in any sector of
the economy next year," said the
board’s chief economist, Albert T. Sommers.
"Instead, we expect a broadly distributed expansion, as distinguished
from the powerful but not fully coordinated recovery of 1983," he said.
Sommers
commented
in
a
statement after the meeting of the Conference Board’s annual forum, comprising 12 economists who meet yearly
to analyze the economic outlook in the
United States.
Real capital spending is expected
to rise about 7 percent in 1984, and the
U.S. Industrial Production Index is expected to advance by a healthy 9.8 per-

November food prices up, survey says
By Louise Cook
The Associated Press
Boosted by eggs, grocery bills took their
biggest jump in almost a year and a half during
November, an Associated Press marketbasket
survey shows.
The increase followed two monthly declines
in a row and more than a year of generally
modest inflation at the supermarket, due to
abundant food supplies and restrained demand
from consumers battered by the recession.
Meat prices, a major factor in grocery budgets, were mixed last month. Some items like
pork chops went down over a widespread
area, continuing to reflect the increased meat
supplies that have resulted as farmers sell their
livestock rather than pay drought -swollen feed
costs. Frankfurters, by contrast, showed no
clear pattern, with rises in six cities and drops
in five.
The AP survey includes 14 food and nonfood items, chosen at random and priced at one
supermarket in each of 13 cities on March 1,
(973. The list has been repriced on or about the
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The latest survey showed that the market basket bill went up during November at the
checklist store in nine cities and down in four
cities for an over-all average increase of eighttentkof 1 percent.
Armost three out of every 10 items priced
by the AP were more expensive at the start of
December than they were a month earlier; only
two in 10 cost less.
The November rise was the steepest found
by the AP since June 1982 when prices went up
1.0 percent. The price picture last month was
almost the exact reverse of the one during October, when the marketbasket bill went up at the
checklist store in four cities, was down in eight
and unchanged in one for an overall decrease of
1.0 percent.
Eggs led the list of price rises during November, increasing at the checklist store in
every city surveyed. Pork chops declined in
more cities than any other item, dropping at the

checklist store in eight cities.
The day of the week on which the check was
made varied depending on the month. Standard
brands and sizes or comparable substitutes
were used.
The AP did not try to compare actual prices
from city to city. The only comparisons were
made in terms of percentages of increase or
decrease.
The items on the AP checklist were:
chopped chuck, center cut pork chops, frozen
orange juice concentrate, coffee, paper towels,
butter. Grade-A medium white eggs, creamy
peanut butter, laundry detergent, fabric softener, tomato sauce, milk, frankfurters and
granulated sugar. A 15th item, chocolate chip
cookies, was dropped from the list after the
manufacturer discontinued the package size
used in the survey.
The cities checked were: Albuquerque,
N.M., Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Dallas, Detroit, Los Angeles, Miami, New York, Philadelphia, Providence, R.I., Salt Lake City and
Seattle.

The African Awarenrs Planning Committee
presents

Spartan,

LOS ANGELES (AP) Gasoline prices have fallen
nearly another half-cent in the last two weeks, oil industry
analyst Dan Lundberg said Sunday.
Motorists throughout the nation were paying an average $1.20.9 on Friday, the day Lundberg’s organization
surveyed 17,800 stations, he said.
That was down .49 cents from the last survey two
weeks ago, and down from $1.23.3 last year.
Lundberg, who publishes the weekly Lundberg Letter, a newsletter tracking oil industry trends, said it appears his projection of a slow slide in prices through the
end of the year will hold up.
He noted that the
wholesale price of gasoline
dropped an average .63
cents in the last two weeks,
while the average pump
price went down only .49
cents. The larger drop at
the wholesale level has not
been reflected at the pump
yet, he said, because dealers are not yet selling gas
they purchased at the
lower wholesale price.

"What this signals is another quarter of a cent (drop)
out there already that will show up in the next few days,"
Lundberg said in a telephone interview Sunday.
Noting that prices have continued to fall after the 5cent federal gas tax hike in April, Lundberg credited
continuing world overproduction for the lower prices.
At self service stations, Lundberg gave the following
average price breakdown for Dec. 2: regular leaded
$1.10.2, down .59 cents; regular unleaded $1.17.7, down .53
cents; premium leaded $1.34.6, down .44 cents; and premium unleaded $1.29.7, down .47 cents.

* All entries must be registered
by 5:00pm at MDA
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Editor

The members of the board’s forum
cautioned that the massive federal budget deficit and high interest rates
threatened the economic outlook beyond 1984.
"The policy structure remains lop
sided fiscal policy too stimulative,
monetary policy too restrictive," Sommers said.
"In time, this will require adjustment," Sommers said. "Further
growth beyond 1984 will call for reduction in the federal deficit and a considerable further reduction of real interest
rates."

Wholesale gas prices in downhill slide

Spartan Daily

California

start of each succeeding month. Prices are not
weighted for seasonal variations.

cent, up from the estimated rise of 6.5
percent in 1983, the board said.
The board’s forum credited declining inflation as key to the economists’ optimistic outlook for 1984. Stable energy prices, a dip in labor costs,
rising productivity and the deflationary
impact of a strong U.S. dollar will help
restrain prices next year, the board
said.
The forum predicted an average
unemployment rate of 8.5 percent in
1984, contrasted with 9.6 in 1983. However, the rate of decline will be slower
than it has been recently.
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Shuttle astronauts talk
with Reagan, press
SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP)
Spacelab’s astronauts, orbiting constantly
in sunlight, probed mysteries of stars and
sun yesterday before a talk with the president of the United States, the chancellor of
West Germany and journalists in six nations over a complex linkup of five communications satellites.
The electronic conference was set up
with President Reagan at the White House
and Chancellor Helmut Kohl, visiting in
Athens, Greece, speaking with the six astronauts aboard the shuttle Columbia and
its Spacelab workshop.
Set to follow was a 20-minute news
conference, with journalists asking questions from London. The Hague, Brussels,
Bonn-Cologne, Geneva and Rome. U.S.
correspondents talked with the space travelers on Thursday.
The European Space Agency built the
billion-dollar Spacelab, which is riding in
Columbia’s cargo bay. Ulf Merbold, a
West German physicist, is a member of
the crew. The other members of the largest crew ever sent into space are Americans.
Working with Merbold in Spacelab on
two round-the-clock shifts are Bob Parker,
Owen Garriott and Byron Lichtenberg.
Commander John Young and pilot
Brewster Shaw alternate at Columbia’s
controls.
Until yesterday, the astronauts had
been spending about half of each 90-minute orbit in sunlight and half in darkness
as Columbia moves swiftly at 17,400 miles
an hour from sunrise to sunset. But the
ship is flying over a larger area of the
world than any previous manned spacecraft, reaching as far north as northern

Poultry in Motion

Astronauts turn into repairmen

Canada and to the tip of South America in
the south.
By flying on this course, with high sun
angles this late in the year, the astronauts
will see nothing but sunlight until the end
of the mission on Thursday.
They took advantage 4’ the unique
lighting and their platform above the
obscuring veil of Earth’s atmosphere to
start a non-stop survey of the sun, adjusting instruments to measure radiation, energy and ultraviolet light emission from
the solar surface.
The information when analyzed on
Earth may help scientists understand
more about how the sun affects our
weather, climate and radio transmissions.
As the astronauts began their second
week in orbit, they also continued the extensive medical and materials processing
experiments that have absorbed much of
their time on the flight.
Things were going so well, that Mission Control told the astronauts on Saturday they were being kept in orbit an extra
day to obtain more science data.
"That’s good news," pilot Shaw responded.
The crew is to land after 10 days in
space at 8:01 a.m. Pacific time Thursday
at Edwards Air Force Base in California.
Garriott, an amateur radio operator,
continued in his off-duty hours to beam his
call letters, W5LFL, and hams around the
world reported hearing it loud and clear.
On Sunday, Garriott reached fellow
ham buff King Hussein of Jordan, who told
him, "We’re very, very proud of you, and
we share this pride with all the people of
America, all the people of the world."

Bill Dawson

After
SPACE CENTER Houston IAP )
talking by radio to the king of Jordan, a
"happy bunch" of handyman astronauts used
a makeshift darkroom inside a bedroll to fix a
jammed camera Sunday, then repaired and
fired up a twice-broken furnace.
Garriott
Owen
scientist
Spacelab
reached fellow ham radio buff King Hussein,
who told him, "We’re very, very, proud of
you, and we share this pride with all the people of America, all the people of the world."
Bob Parker and Ulf Merbold of the Red
one astronaut shift and Garriott
Team
and Byron Lichtenberg of the Blue Team got
out tools and instructions Sunday to repair a
series of broken experiments aboard their
orbiting Spacelab. Then they charged on with
the non-stop experimentation they have kept
up since Spacelab was launched with space

SPRING CHICKEN

The Soviets broke off Geneva talks on medium -range
weapons when the missile deployment started

tiations with Moscow to curtail the missiles.
NATO argues that the allies need to deploy US.
cruise and Pershing 2 missiles in Europe to counter previously deployed SS-20 missiles that threaten Europe from
sites in the Soviet Union.
The Reagan administration has predicted that Moscow will resume negotiations in Geneva after a face-saving period of several months.
Moscow insists it won’t join talks again until the allies
remove the U.S. missiles.
Soviet military leaders have scheduled an unusual
press conference for foreign reporters in Moscow on Monday.
The Soviet representatives are expected to go into
further details on their response to the missile deployment.
In addition to breaking off the Geneva talks, Moscow
has said it will deploy more SS-20 missiles, station more
Soviet missiles at sea to threaten the United States
and accelerate plans to station new tactical and battlefield nuclear weapons in Czechoslovakia and East Germany

The health of Soviet
leader Yuri Andropov
who has not been seen in
public since August also
is certain to be discussed.
Shultz said last week
that Andropov has been ill,
but that he didn’t know how
The senior State Department official said that
Shultz will engage in "a
certain amount . . . of relieving of anxieties and
picking up of spirits" in his
talks with the allies on the
missile issue.
The initial shipments
of missile components to
Great Britain and West
Germany in the past two
weeks resulted in widespread public protests.
the protests
While
haven’t prevented deployment, the NATO leaders
want to be able to reassure
their nations that the West
is still emphasizing nego-

DIE
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II lie was lust going to
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The mirror heater was put to work on a
sample of silicate. Officials said no attempt
would be made to repair the other furnace,
which failed after completing work on all but
three of 13 planned samples.
Mission scientist Karl Knopp praised the
astronauts’ skills as repairmen.
"This was something for which they had
not been trained on the ground," he said.
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Beal
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of Science Fiction in South Ray
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The County’s Big Book4tore

BOOKS INC.

11,
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ENGINEERING, PHYSICS,
CHEMISTRY, MATH MAJORS
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES"
Th.. Navy Nuclear Propulsion Program is offering scholarships plus full military benefits
(medical, dental, etc.) to front-running juniors
and seniors in the majors listed above. These
scholarships are entirely unique to the Navy
and are not ROTC scholarships (no uniforms,
no haircuts, no drills). Your only responsibility
as a scholarship recipient is to complete your
education. You are guaranteed a commission
as an officer in the Navy Nuclear Propulsion
Program and a full year of post-graduate training. Start at $24,000 with increases to over $40,000 after only four years. REQUIREMENTS:
have a 3.0 or better in technical courses. U.S.
citizen. No more than 27 years old at graduation.

Canadian company buys Houston Post;
brings new life through livelier look

Readers can expect "a more energetic approach to
news and pictures," Sullivan said, predicting the innovations will trigger a vigorous war with the opposition Houston Chronicle, which now has a larger circulation and
more advertising.
The Chronicle said previously it would take a "waitand-see attitude," but emphasized that it intends to sur-

abled one device, but he restored power to a
"mirror heating" device which uses light amplified by mirrors to melt crystals.
When the astronauts later turned on the
mirror heater, however, it shut down automatically. This time the problem was a
fouled cooling system.
Lichtenberg reprogrammed a computer
and apparently fixed it.

AdBOOKSift

WASHINGTON ( AP)
Despite a cross dipole antenna set up on the copperboost from a building, Sen. Barry M. Gold- covered roof of the Russell Senate Office
water had no luck yesterday trying to Building.
communicate by ham radio with space
Getting no answer from Garriott, the
shuttle astronaut Owen Garriot.
reporters gathered
The Arizona Republican, a veteran senator explained to
for
the event: "This happens all of the
ham operator, called on a special frequency for about 10 minutes but got no time. It’s one of the unfortunate habits of
answer from the orbiting spacecraft Co- amateur radio."
.aibmulAt one point as he fiddled with the
Goldwater used a 150-watt transmitter dials on the ham rig, Goldwater joked, "I
on the two meter band and a homemade don’t think he’s up there."

Schultz goes to Europe for NATO talks;
possibility of meeting with Gromyko
Vs. ANHINGTON 1At’,
Secretary of State George P.
Shultz leaves today for Europe for talks with the NATO
allies that will focus on East-West relations, including the
new missile rivalry and the possibility of a meeting with
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko.
Shultz will go first to Bonn to meet with West German
leaders and move on to Brussels where NATO foreign
ministers begins two-day meeting tomorrow.
He plans later stops in Tunisia, Morocco and Portugal
before returning to the United States on Dec. 13.
In both Bonn and Brussels, Shultz is likely to receive
encouragement from U.S. allies for a meeting with Gromyko, which could be held in conjunction with the opening
of a European Disarmament Conference in Stockholm in
January.
A senior State Department official said Saturday that
NATO allies will want Shultz to provide the latest U.S.
assessment of the Soviet reaction to the deployment of
U.S. medium -range nuclear missiles in Europe.

Merbold, meanwhile, rerouted a power
wire to go around a short circuit that had
idled two materials science furnaces. He isolated a short circuit and permanently dis-

Goldwater’s attempts
to contact shuttle fail

HOUSTON (AP) The nation’s fourth largest city
got a "new" newspaper with an old name yesterday as
Canadian purchasers of the Houston Post unveiled the
product they hope would bring new life to the country’s
17th largest newspaper.
Three days after the takeover by the Toronto Sun
Publishing Co., the "new" Post was assembled Sunday
night with lots of color, snappy headlines and a plan for
more commentary, but without the "SUNshine" pin-up
girl who graces an inside page of its Canadian tabloid
cousin, the Toronto Sun.
"We are not here to trivialize this newspaper," said
Peter O’Sullivan, 34, the Post’s new editor-in-chief. "We
are here to create what we hope will be a bright, lively,
entertaining broadsheet newspaper still called the Houston Post."
As he waited for the presses- to begin rolling Sunday
night, O’Sullivan said the new owners hoped to "make
money and sell a lot of newspapers, not necessarily in that
order."
The new Post is introducing more color and more
photographs and a different typeface for headlines to
make the paper more visually attractive and easier to
read.
11414.1*AP,
41:48;

shuttle Columbia last Monday.
Mission commander John Young and
pilot Brewster Shaw worked in the cockpit of
Columbia and made little comment to the
ground.
The repairs boosted morale in the Spacelab and Rick Chappel, mission scientist said,
"They’re a happy bunch up there right now."
Parker fixed a mapping camera inside
the light -proof confines of a bedroll.
Working by touch alone, the astronaut
discovered that a cassette had jammed. He
snipped the film, rethreaded it onto the magazine and emerged with a working camera.

render nothing to the revamped Post.
The Toronto Sun bought the Post for $100 million from
Oveta Culp Hobby, chairman of the board, and her son
and president of the newspaper, Texas Lt. Gov. William
P. Hobby.
The latest audited circulation figures show the Post
with a daily circulation of 395,786, a Saturday circulation
of 421,663 and a Sunday circulation 456,355.
The latest Chronicle circulation figures are 438,760
daily, 432,112 on Saturday and 528,831 on Sunday.
The Post publishes mornings. The Chronicle is an all day publication.

OVER $1,000 A MONTH
FOR UP TO TWO YEARS
For more information call collect:
(415) 452-2900, Monday-Thurs., 9-1

Great Western
gums you need
a fast
student loan.
This term’s almost
over and you still don’t have
your loan for next term. It’s
time to think fast.
We think fast at Great
Westernfi when you apply
for a California Guaranteed
Student Loan. You’ll get an
answer within thirty days.
And you get your money
fast, too, because Great
Western is right here in
California.
Not only does Great Western lend to California residents attending
schools in and out-of-state, we lend to non-residents attending California
schools, also freshmen and half-time students. You can even apply at
Great Western if you have a previous student loan from another lender.
All this means more students may qualify.
Free calculator offer! It’s easy to figure out where to get your
student loan, but in case you have some harder figuring to do, just apply
by January 15 and you’ll get a free calculator when your student loan
is approved.
Please send me a Great Western Student Loan
You can get an application at
Application Kit right away. SJS-126
or
your school Financial Aid Office,
Name
call us toll-free at 1(800) 526-7777
Address
and we’ll send you one. If you
prefer, send us the coupon. Do
City
State
Zip
it today!
’telephone Number (
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More Americans are ’living on the streets’ this year
By Scott Knit
The Associated Press

3 million go homeless despite better economic times

On the evi of winter, agencies helping the homeless
across Amerim say thousands more down-and-out people
are roaming the streets and spending nights in emergency sheltors this year.
And a iew study concludes that the country’s economic reconry has not improved the plight or the numbers of honeless Americans.
"Underneath the veneer of recovery, the problem of
homeleaness remains at pre-recovery levels. In fact,
indications are that it has increased," said the National
Coalltim for the Homeless in a report, "The Homeless
and Tie Economic Recovery."
"the coming of cold weather can only compound an
alrealy critical situation," the report concluded.
from New York to California, soup lines are longer,
beds are being filled up more quickly and there are more
people living on the streets.
New York City is providing shelter for twice as many
(sullies as last year. The Los Angeles Mission reports a
10 percent increase in the number of men being sheltered
ins 70-bed facility.
In Helena, Mont., the Salvation Army says it has
Cm lodging assistance to 1,287 homeless people this
yar, up about 60 percent from last year. The St. Vincent
do Paul Transient Assistance office in Phoenix, Ariz., has
hen receiving an average of 32 requests a day for emer-

gency housing from families.
"There will be virtually no empty beds in emergency
shelters anywhere in the country tonight, tomorrow night
and the next night," said Robert Hayes, director of the
National Coalition for the Homeless.
The number of homeless nationwide estimated at
about 2 million last year may now be 3 million, the
highest number since the 1930s, Hayes said. About half of
them are mentally disturbed, drug addicts or alcoholics;
the other half could live independently, he added.
"They’re not the strongest or the smartest people in
the country, but they are employable people who, in a
better housing market, would be able to hold on," he said.
The coalition says the homeless have been untouched
by the economic recovery because of a lack of low-income
housing, cutbacks in public assistance programs and a
paucity of jobs for unskilled workers. The national jobless
rate, which has been dropping, doesn’t count people who
have exhausted their unemployment benefits, the coalition said.
The New York City Coalition for the Homeless estimates that 40,000 to 60,000 people passed through emergency shelters in 1983 and the city is spending more than
$50 million annually on the homeless.

In Chicago, where the homeless number as many as
25,000, an increase over the 12,000 homeless last year,
partly due to the demolition of 3,000 single-room dwellings. An estimated 9,000 are homeless in Detroit, up from
6,500 last year.
A recent study in Pittsburgh concluded that about 1,500 people would be homeless at some time this winter.
The demand for shelter seems to be increasing.
"We are beyond our capacity and have been for six
months," said Sister Mercia O’Neil, director of a churchsponsored shelter for women in Pittsburgh.
About 10,000 people are homeless in Massachusetts,
2,800 of them in Boston, state officials say. Two new shelters with 155 beds opened in Boston recently, but the demand for beds still outstrips the supply. In one Boston
shelter, more than 100 people are sleeping on the floor.
There are some positive signs, however, in Massachusetts and elsewhere. Massachusetts Gov. Michael Dukakis signed a bill in October that has the state welfare
office paying 75 percent of the operating costs of nine new
emergency shelters across the state.
Although Rhode Island expects more homeless this
winter than it had last year, it is better prepared to help
them with $290,000 in federal money it is using for shel-

ters. A new shelter for homeless families opens this week
in Providence.
Some homeless people in Minneapolis and St. Paul,
Minn., received a boost when the state reinstated yearround general assistance payments of $199 a month. But
redevelopment has cut into cheap housing there and there
are few jobs for unskilled workers.
In San Francisco, the housing coordinator for the city
Department of Social Services says the number of homeless there has fallen from 1,300 last year to about 1,000 this
year. The official, John Stallkamp, cites the city’s efforts
to find jobs and inexpensive housing for the homeless.
But several operators of shelters in San Francisco
say they are seeing more, not fewer, homeless people.
Connecticut has 6,000 to 10,000 homeless people, the
newest of them mothers with small children, said Human
Resources Commissioner James G. Harris Jr.
The New Life Evangelistic Center in St. Louis is helping about 175 homeless people every night, a slight increase over last year. The Rev. Larry Rice, operator of
the center, says his guests are "the new permanent underclass people who lost their jobs during the depth o
the recent recession."
A 40-bed shelter run by the Volunteers of America in
Rochester, N.Y., began turning away people even before
the weather turned cold.
"It’s heartbreaking," said Estelle Rutzen, director of
the shelter.

U.S. mayors organize program
to help find homes for people
WASHINGTON (AP) The U.S. Conference of Mayirs has organized a program to provide nearly $20 million
in emergency health care and other assistance for the
nation’s 2 million homeless people.
Under the program, 14 large cities will be awarded
grants over the next four years, with the first money
scheduled to be allocated by the end of 1984, a conference
official said Sunday.
Grant money will be provided by the Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation of Princeton, N.J. and the Pew Memorial Trust of Philadelphia.
The money will go to private service and charitable
groups working with the city’s mayor. Each approved
city will get $1.4 million spread over the four years.
"It clearly is not going to solve all the problems of the
homeless, but it is a major effort," said Deborah Lamm,
director of health programs for the mayors conference.
The mayors first called attention to the plight of the
nation’s homeless, most of whom are concentrated in
large urban areas, more than a year ago. In hearings
prompted by the mayors, there was testimony that as
many as 2 million Americans had no homes, many of
them among the so-called "new poor" who lost jobs and
homes during the 1981-82 recession.

Unemployment has fallen dramatically in recent
months, reaching 8.4 percent in the latest government
estimate, the lowest in two years. But the problem of
homelessness remains. The Department of Health and
Human Services confirmed the 2 million figure just last
week.
The mayors have said a minimum of $200 million is
needed for emergency care for these people, but Congress
provided only half that in the Emergency Jobs Act of 1983.
Grants under the new program will be competitive,
with established, non-profit, tax-free organizations forming coalitions in major cities to submit bids.
The applications will be screened by a board headed
by Mayor Henry Maier of Milwaukee and including Mayors Charles Royer of Seattle and Ted Wilson of Salt Lake
City. The board also will include representatives from
organizations experienced in providing services for the
needy.
The primary focus of the program will be to provide
health care for the homeless. Hospitals and clinics may
be used, but emphasis will be placed on encouraging doctors, nurses and social workers to find new ways of getting health care to poor people.

Bill may improve the care of elderly
Assemblywoman Jean Moorhead, chair of the Assembly Aging and Long-Term Care Committee, held a news
conference before the giraffe cage at the Sacramento Zoo
to announce five bills on the subject of care of the elderly.
She said lowest-level zookeepers, the people who feed
and clean up the animals, are paid $6 to $8 an hour at zoos
around the state and must have studied zoology for one
year and completed a six-month internship.
By contrast, nursing home nurse assistants, who pro-
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Federal law guarantees your right to organize a union in your workplace

vide daily care for the elderly, make $3.50 to $4.50 an hour
and have no required training, she said.
She said her bills would:
Require nurse assistants in nursing homes to be
recertified every three years, to assure training, and increase their hourly Medi-Cal rate.
Prohibit nursing homes from kicking out private
patients who must use Medi-Cal.
Allow some nursing homes to be licensed with "secure" front doors to handle Alzheimer ’s Disease patients,
who cannot stay in the current "open-door" nursing
homes.
Require doctors and other professionals to report
suspected cases of elderly abuse.

.. SACRAMENTO (AP) People who care for giraffes
make more money and are better trained than people who
care for the elderly because society does not want to
admit people get old, a state legislator said yesterday.
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If you’re a senior and have the promise of a $10,000 career-oriented job, do you know
what’s stopping you from getting the American Express- Card?
You guessed it.
Nothing.
Because American Express believes in your future. But more than that. We believe
in you now. And we’re proving it.
A $10,000 job promise. That’s it. No strings. No gimmicks. And this offer is
even good for 12 months after you graduate.
But why do you need the American Express Card now?
First of all, it’s a good way to begin to establish your credit history. And you
know that’s important.
Of course, the Card is also good for travel, restamints, and shopping for things
like a new stereo or furniture. And because the Card recoo Led and welcomed
worldwide, so are you.
RA
So simply till out the Special Student
U!IE r,..,-.,40iElFAIRI.731k4–-1-NIMkgi
Application on the next page. Or look for
CrilA3
’
one at your college bookstore or on campus
bulletin hoards. Or call 800-528-8000 to
have one sent to you.

The American Express Card.
Don’t leave school without it.
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Fouls and free throws frustrate SJSU
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Spartans place last
in Stanford tourney
By Pat Sangimino
University
Fordham
basketball coach Tom Penders came out of Saturday
night’s 89-74 win over SJSU
looking like a prophet.
He told his players that
free throws would decide
the consolation game of the
Hewlett Packard Invitational Basketball Tournament at Stanford’s Maples
Pavilion. He could not have
been more right.
The Rams converted
41-01-49 free throws and did
not attempt a field goal in
the final 7:15 of the contest.
They made 22 points from
the charity stripe in that
time span.
"I told the kids that
they ( the Spartans) were
going to make a move and
if we were going to protect
a lead, we were going to
have to convert our free
throws," Penders said.
"When they did make their
move, we broke their
our free
backs with
throws."
attempted
Fordham
only 38 shots from the field
as the Spartans committed
36 personal fouls, putting
the Rams into free throw
shooting situations early in
each of the two halves.
The win gave Fordham
third place in the tourney
and evened its record at 33. while the Spartans’ record dropped to 1-2. SJSU
will try to get back on the
winning track tonight when
it hosts Sonoma State at
the San Jose Civic Auditorium. Tipoff time is 7:30
p.m.
North Carolina went on
to win the tourney with an
88-75 win over a pesky
Stanford team. The Tar
Heels’ center Sam Perkins
was named the Most Valuable Player of the two-day
tourney.
The
all -tournament
team consisted of Stanford’s Keith Jones and
John Revelli, North Carolina’s Matt Doherty and
Buzz Peterson and Fordham’s Jerry Hobbie.
Spartan coach Bill
Berry said that he thought
the tourney was important
for his young squad to gain
some experience for the
upcoming
season,
but
would have thought twice
about entering the Spartans in the tourney if he
would have known they
were this young.
"If 1 would have known
three years ago when we
signed up for this tourney
that we were going to be
this young. I would have

rather had the tourney at
the end 91 December
rather than the beginning," Berry said.
SJSU jumped out to an
early 8-0 lead thanks to the
shooting of 6-foot -2 sophomore Bobby Evans, who
sank two jumpers in the
Spartans’ early run.
"I think we caught
them by surprise when we
jumped out to the 8-0 lead,"
Evans said. "At the time
we were playing aggressive and making our
shots."
Evans scored a careerhigh 14 points in his 24 minutes of playing time, but
after sinking his first two
shots, he finished the evening only seven-for-16.
"1 think I’m only an
average shooter," Evans
said. "But things were
going down early at first
and then I cooled off in the
middle. Fortunately, by
the end of the game, I
started
shooting
well
again."
The Rams tied the
game and took a five-point
lead in the next five minutes, but the Spartans continued to play the more experienced Fordham squad
tough. It was in the final
eight minutes of the first
half that the game was all
but decided. In that time,
the Rams outscored SJSU
27-8 to open up a commanding 46-27 halftime lead.
The bulk of the damage was done by Fordham
guards Hobbie and Tony
McIntosh.
McIntosh had eight
points in the final eight
minutes of the first half,
while Hobbie captured the
hearts of the fans by scoring 11 of his game-high 21
points in that time span.
Hobbie came off the
bench just as the Rams
made their move and was
the spark plug with his outside shooting ability and
ball handling skills. Every
time he touched the ball,
the scrappy guard from
New Jersey received an
ovation. When ever
he
scored, the standing-room
only crowd went wild.
When he left the game
with 38 seconds to play, he
received a two-minute
standing ovation from the
crowd. The crowd kept it
up until he stood up from
the bench and acknowledged their gestures.
"Jerry’s not the best
athlete in the world, but he
is always hustling and the
fans really appreciate
that," Penders said.

411

Torn Chandfer

SJSU’s John Nord, top, and Eric Williams fight for a loose ball in action from Saturday night’s 89-74 loss to Fordham at Stanford,
It wasn’t only the fans
that were impressed with
the Fordham guard tandem. Evans was just as
complimentary.
McIntosh and Hobbie
"were both very good," he
said. "They played a big
factor in them getting their
big lead because they were
both very quick and handled the ball well. They
were hard to contain in the
first half."

led the Spartans with 16
points, sank a 12-foot
jumper from the corner to
make the score 72-62 with
4:01 to go.
But the Rams kept converting on their free
throws and the Spartans
were unable to get back
into the game.
"The thing that ticks
me off is that they weren’t
missing a single free

The lead grew to as big
as 25 points in the second
half when Hobbie sank a
pair of free throws with
14:12 remaining in the
game to give the Rams a
58-33 lead.
But the Spartans kept
fighting back. Reserve
guard George Puou. who
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Batters earn money for trip
It looks like the SJSU baseball team is
going to he able to afford to go to Hawaii at
the end of May.
The Spartans needed to earn 810,000 to
have enough to send the team to the University of Hawaii to play the Rainbows, so
they had a hit-a-thon last Saturday. The
end result was the SJSU ball players earning more than 815,000.
In the hit-a-thon, each player got five
swings to see who could hit the ball the
farthest. The longest hit was recorded and

throw," Berry said. "If
they would have missed
one or two in that stretch, I
think we could have gotten
back into it."
Free throws hurt the
Spartans in the opening
game 58-48 loss to Stanford. The Cardinal led by
only two points with two
minutes to go in the contest, but Stanford began
sinking free throws to win
the game

people pledged money for each foot.
The longest hit of the day was turned
in by first baseman Dwayne Graybill. His
420 foot blast edged pitcher Huck Hibberd
who drove one 415 feet.
Second baseman Lou Holt was thy.
team’s leading money raiser, bringing in
$1,025.75. The scrappy second baseman
surprised many with a 390-foot shot.
Associate Athletic Director Torn
Beckett pitched in the second annual
event

If you’d like to know more, meet
Ron Reeves, A.S. Director of
Academic Affairs
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Exclusive Adidas
One Stop Shopping Center

SJSU OPEN INTRAMURAL LEAGUE

Wednesdays
6:45 pm

WEDNESDAY MIXED FOURS

Thursdays
9:00 pm

SPARTAN ORIOCCI LEAGUE

Ron Reeves

Ron is available to answer
your questions or help you with
problems concerning academic policy.

I ALL LEAGUES ARE OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

For more information
Just call

277-3201
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The SJSU volleyball team ended
the season with a 3-1 loss to Cal
Poly in the Northwest Regionals
Friday night. At left, Felicia
Schulter shows her
disappointment after the match.
Above, SJSU coach Dick
Montgomery and Arlene Ringer,
left, Kim Kayser, Linda Fournet
and Gayle Olsen discuss
strategy.
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Spartans fall in Northwest Regionals
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SJSU volleyball season ends as Cal Poly Mustangs advance to quarterfinals
Se
By John Ormsby
The SJSU women’s volleyball team’s on-again, offagain season is off again. Off for the final time of this 1983
season.

indIer

The Lady Spartans had their season resurrected last
week when they received an at -large berth to the NCAA
tournament, but the new season ended just as suddenly.
SJSU bowed out in the first round of the Northwest
regionals Friday, losing 3-1 to Cal Poly-SLO in the third
season meeting between the two. The scores were 15-5, 157, 14-16, 15-13.

111

"It’s over for sure now," SJSU coach Dick Montgomery said. "Poly is just a better team than us right now.
But not much better."
The Lady Spartans began the match like a team anxious to finish the season. The Mustangs converted a variety of SJSU mistakes into a 7-0 lead. SJSU finally broke
through and scored on a Cal Poly receiving error, but the
Mustangs dominated the opening game on the way to a 155 win.
Mustang All-American Sandy Aughinbaugh led her
team in the first game with four kills. Ellen Bugalski and
Lynn Kessler added two apiece, and the Lady Spartans
helped out by making several errors.
SJSU stumbled in the opening moments of game two
as well. The Mustangs ran out to a 5-0 lead with Aughinbaugh and Linda Bohm coming up with strong blocks
before SJSU could close to 5-2 on a net violation and a kill
by Linda Fournet.

I

The closest the Lady Spartans would come to the lead
was 7-4 on a kill by Fournet, the rest of game two belonged
to Aughinbaugh, Kessler and the rest of the Mustangs.
An unusual piece of officiating caused a mild controversy at the end of game two. With the score 14-7, an SJSU
shot went long, giving the Mustangs an apparent victory.
With both teams preparing to change sides for game
three, the referee made a belated net violation call on Cal
Poly, awarding the serve to SJSU.
The Mustangs quickly snuffed any hopes the Lady
Spartans had of a comeback by forcing a tilde-out and
winning the next point to take the game.
Cal Poly looked like it was on its way to a three game
blowout as they jumped out to leads of 3-0 and 6-1 in game
three. Christa Cook came off the bench to start game
three and ignited an SJSU rally with a kill to earn a side
out at 6-1.
For the first time in the match, the Lady Spartans,
victimized early by their own mistakes, were able to take
advantage of some Mustang errors.
Kessler missed wide to the right with a spike attempt,
and three more Poly errors brought SJSU close at 7-4.
Aughinbaugh broke the string with a kill to make it 8-4,
but the Lady Spartans won the serve back and tied it at
eight on two more Mustangs mistakes and two kills by
Kim Kayser.
SJSU climbed into the lead for the first time all night
on a service ace by setter Teri DeBusk that made the
score 9-8. The Mustangs re-took the lead on two SJSU
hitting errors, but the Lady Spartans tied it at loon a kill
by Cook.
The Mustangs then took control of the game and
seemed to be on the verge of taking the match as they took
a commanding 14-11 lead. Linda Bohm and Aughinbauch
chipped in two kills apiece to pace the Poly run, and the
crowd, anticipating victory, went wild when Aughinbaugh
dropped back to serve at game point.

Cal Poly re-grouped and evened the score at six and
the rest of the game was as close as they come.
Jane Saito had a service ace to make it 7-6, but Aug.,
hinbaugh answered with three straight kills and the Mustangs took the lead 8-7.

"It was right there, we just didn’t get to it soon
enough," Fournet said. "We deserved to be here and we
deserved to play these guys. We’re not hanging our heads,
we represented ourselves well.
"This team has a lot of heart I know we’ll be back.

The teams traded side-outs for the next five points
before Cook pushed SJSU on top With two kills to make it
9-8. The Mustangs fought back in front on kills by Stacy
Stowell, Carol Tschasar and Bugalski, and took a comanding 14-11 lead on two SJSU errors and a kill by
Kessler.
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Fournet saved three match points with kills and the
Lady Spartans closed to 14-13 on errors by Kessler and
Bohm. SJSU had several chances to tie the match but
untimely errors down the stretch kept Poly on top.
Aughinbaugh finally ended the match, and the Lady
Spartan’s season, by spiking a kill passed in SJSU block.
"I have to be pleased with the way we played," Montgomery said after the match. "We could have layed down
after that second game, but we didn’t. We hung in there
and came back."

Nothing Else
Feels Like Navy Flying.

SJSU came up with a fine defensive performance,
back row specialist Tracy Mitchel in praticular had several clutch digs, but it was obvious the Lady Spartans
missed outside hitter Lisa Ice. The sophomore went down
with a knee injury Nov. 9.
"You can’t lose a player of Lisa’s caliber and not
suffer," Montgomery said. "We had to go from being a
power team to defensive team in three days. It wasn’t
easy."
Mustang coach Mike Wilton had kind words for the
Lady Spartans after the game.
"We’ve been a different team since mid-October,"
Wilton said, "but San Jose had some problems late in the
season and it’s a credit to their program that they came’
down here and played tough. San Jose should be proud of
it’s team."
Kind words were little consolation to the SJSU team
after the match.
"We made some critical errors down the stretch of
the fourth game," Kayser said, "and that killed us. We
just couldn’t put it together."
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SJSU dug in and postponed the Cal Poly celebration.
Kayser’s kill made it 14-12, DeBusk came up with another
ace to make it 14-13 and Felicia Schuller brought SJSU
even at 14 with another kill. Cook spiked for the final two
points and the Lady Spartans had a 16-14 victory over the
stunned Mustangs.

of your THESIS, RESUMES, and more!
on our 10000 Cotton Bond or other fine papers.
Binding & Gold Stamping Available

It looked like the momentum had swung in SJSU’s
direction. In game four the Lady Spartans jumped out to
the early lead for once, moving ahead 6-3. Schuller paced
the early run with a kill and a block, and Kayser, Maria
Healy, Fournet and Cook all had kills. The Lady Spartans
looked like they were about to turn the match around.

PASSPORT PHOTOS

OPEN SATURDOPYS TOO!

481 E. San Carlos
295-5511

93 Pasao de San Antonio
(at 3rd St.) 295-4336

making authority and
The thunderous roar
of jet engines rolls
management responacross the carrier’s
sibility you have as an
flight deck.
officer in the Navy.
Throttles are at
On the ground, as
a Navy officer, you
full power, and you’re
waiting for the signal
work with and supervise
to launch.
today’s most highly
Now. The catapult fires. G forces
skilled aviation professionals. In the air,
press you back into your seat. Suddenly,
as part of the naval aviation team, you
have about the most exciting job anyone
you’re flying low and fast over the open
can have.
sea. Zero to 150 in 2.5 seconds.
It’s a uniquely rewarding job with
Nothing else feels like Navy flying.
Nothing. And when you become a pilot or
pay to match. You start at $18,300 a year
more than the average corporation
flight officer you’re at the very heart of it.
Once you’ve earned your wings,
pays you just out of college. After four
the Navy puts you in full control of a multiyears, with regular Navy promotions
and pay increases, your annual salary
million-dollar supersophisticated
combination of jet aircraft and electronic
climbs to $31,100. That’s over and above
wizardry.
a full package of benefits and privileges.
And Navy training makes sure
Find out how much more a job in
naval aviation has to offer. Fill in the
you’re up to the challenge. Rigorous flight
training gives you the
coupon. No other job
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Montana State wins
SJSU-hosted tourney
By Dean Kuhl
One thing can be said
for the SJSU women’s basketball team it is a good
host.
For the fourth year in a
row, SJSU hosted the Anheuser-Busch Classic in
the Spartan Gym. But for
the fourth straight year, a
guest went home with the
tournament championship
while the Spartans finished
second best.
Such was the case Saturday night as the Montana State Bobcats 5-01
toppled the Spartans 71-69,
before an estimated crowd
of 250 at the the Spartan
Gym. SJSU (4-3) advanced
to the title game with a 9086 win over Nevada -Reno
Friday.
Despite the loss to
Montana
State,
SJSU
coach Sharon Chatman
thought the game might
have been one of the Spartans’ best of the season.
"I’m pretty happy with
the way we played," Chat man said. "We did most of
the things we wanted
which showed we’re improving. It was one of our
best defensive efforts."
Montana
State,
though, won the championship with some clutch defense of its own down the
stretch. The tournament’s
most valuable player, Bobcat forward Kathleen McLaughlin, and guard Vicki
Heebner provided the necessary spark for Montana
State. McLaughlin scored
inside and got some key rebounds while Heebner’s
jump shots kept the Bobcats ahead most of the
night.
Although McLaughlin
finished with 20 points and
Heebner added 18, it was
guard Bobbi Hainline who
emerged as one of the
game’s heroines. She sank
two free throws with 12 seconds to play, ensuring the
victory for Montana State.
"Everyone was tired,"
Bobcat head coach Jane
Henman said after the win.
"I think that shows the caliber of the teams here. Everyone had to play hard to
win. We played a tough
game last night (a 62-60
win over Hawaii) and we

phi &-d hard again tonight
Our defense at the end did
it for us."
Henman added that
her team did have their
lapses. But so did the Spartans. They fell behind 10-1
and 26-13, but rallied to cut
the deficit to 43-38 at halftime.
That’s when Spartan
forward Sharon Turner
took over. Turner started
the game inauspiciously,
missing her first five shots.
But she more than atoned
for it with the Spartans trailing 47-40 early in the second half. She rattled off 10
straight points to give
SJSU its only lead of the
night at 50-49.
But Heebner ( who became the Montana State’s
all-time leading scorer
against Hawaii Friday) retaliated by canning two
straight jumpers to put the
Bobcats ahead for good, 5350.
SJSU cut the lead to 6967 with 2:30 remaining on a
basket inside by center
Rhoda Chew. But that was
the Spartans’ final points
until Chew scored again as
time expired.
In that two-and-a -half
minute span, McLaughlin
displayed the form that
earned her the MVP
award. She had three crucial rebounds, the third
coming off Shelia Brown’s
missed jumper with 18 seconds left. McLaughlin also
helped the Bobcats deny
the ball inside to either
Turner ( who finished with
18 points) or Chew. Chew
had 13 first half points, but
was shut out in the second
half until her two baskets
at the end.
"On the whole, we did
OK," said Turner, who
made the all-tourney team.
"I think we could have
played better, though."
Chew also made the
all-tourney team with 37
points, 24 rebounds and
five blocked shots in the
two games. However, she
had her hands full both
nights, guarding McLaughlin and Nevada -Reno’s talented center Chris Starr.
In Saturday’s consolation game against Hawaii,
Starr ripped the nets con -

necting on I 1 -of-12 shots
from the floor and 15-of-16
from the free throw line. It
was little help, though, as
the Wolfpack lost to the
Rainbow Wahines, 84-71.
"We were warned
about them (McLaughlin
and Starr)," Chew said
"so I knew they’d be physil
cal and aggressive. Our
team stuck together, but
we just didn’t get it."
The undefeated Bobcats did "get it" as they
won their second tournament of the season. Last
month, Montana State won
the Utah State Classic.
"They’re an excellent
ball team," Chatman said.
"They have the type of
shooters whose shots bounce around the rim and
fall in. They got the breaks
and won."
Chatman said she was
sad for her three seniors
Brown, Robin Thompson
and LaTanya Simmons.
"They’ve been here
four years," Chatman
said, "and they’ve lost in
the tournament all four
years. We can say there’s
next year, but they can’t."
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Rhoda Chew, abos t), scores
Simmons, right, defends.
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The African Awareness Planning Committee is sponsoring a talent show at 7 p.m. today in Morris Dailey
auditorium. Contact Khalilah N. Sundiata at 226-0801 or
iarl Barnes at 277-8522.

Salley Alden, national director for NCAA Volunteers
for Youth, will be on campus recruiting in the men’s and
women’s athletic offices today. Call 277-3065 or 277-3141
for more information.

A 8115 session, designed to help students prepare for
the Graduate Management Admission Test, will be offered at SJSU Jan. 7, 14 and 21, 1984. For more information, contact the Office nf Continuing Education at 2772182.

The Advertising Club is hosting Donna Bischoff,
speaking on marketing research, at 6 p.m., today and
tomorrow in HE 102. Call Tim Campisi at 269-4767.

The Community Committee for International Students will provide services to international students from
2 to 4 p.m. today and Ito 3 p.m. Thursday in ADM 206. Call
Phil Hanasaki at 277-2009 or 279-4575.

Career Planning and Placement is sponsoring "Co-op
Orientation, "an introduction to co-op procedures and application techniques, at 12:30 today in the Student Union
Almaden Room. Call Cheryl Allman at 277-2272.

The Public Relations Student Society of America is
holding elections for spring officers 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
tomorrow and Thursday in the DBH hallway.. Call Robin
arr at 277-8370.

Dean Fortunati

Martin the Spartan
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Leaf Notes

Kevin Yeager
BUT

I

51ILL

THINK WE WEED

A 51’AR UP ON
TOP.

The Semper Fidelis Society is having a monthly meeting at 9 p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union Pacheco
Room, Call Jim Opilla at 279-9601 or John Maddox at 2778656.

CLASSIFIED
Selling for had original price or bast
offer Call Joe, 723 8921 0, 289

ANNOUNCEMENTS
ILD

ABUSE

TREATMENT

PRO
GRAM Enhance personal and pro
fassional growth as VOLUNTEER
INTERN in world renowned local
program

Counseling,

support

SALE.

FREE HAIRCUTS. Need modals for ad
vannel
trng
wrksshps
96
FELIX. 117 W San Fernando
279 2755
GIVE THE GIFT only you can give to
someone you love, a beautiful
color ponrait by John Paulson Pho

cost 9160000. rag 9800 8-10ot
pecan lighted wall units. cost

EARN HUNDREDS. PROVEN. Works at
home in spare time No sallingi De-

and table lamps. etc Can help de
liver 270 2031

HELP WANTED
AIRLINES ARE HIRING NOW! Flight at
614
fondants
ticket
agents,
Know who’s hiring
$26.000
today, Pass your interviews! Call
eat
CSU
119161 722 1111

Contact

Jack

Licalsi

after 4PM at 162 5971

Rush

interested,

ceraly

577So 9th St . SJ. CA 95112

come whh fin hrs. Call Gloria at
998-0407
CARPET CLEANER

view Community Center. 97 Hill -

Must

work, high pay Cell 378 3382

make a better parson for sociaty.
The training is hard, to make the

own

vehicle

Hard

Ca112806161 374S 1st. Sr
NUTRITIONAL

INDEPENDENT

SULTANT Now you can Munch a
new career that will provide you
with an opportunity 10 earn lop
Become an Independent
Consulant
making
Columbia
inCorne

money working full time or parr
time You will help people to meet
their nutritional needs by providing
them with an excellent diet supple

10akridge Athletic Club) For our
nearest club call 1408) 243 1611
or 14151 236- 5866

weight

For more information call
Independent Columbia Consultant
RI 1408) 294-9600 8 a.m. to 5
p m Monday thru EMMY-

LADY

MODELS.
lm/f).

Fund raisers and booster $ helps

rope. New York. Tokyo work pos-

Pay your SJSU leas & books Sea
you Nov 2 & 9. 4pm MG 202.

sible

Call for spot.. 1408) 559.
2420
The
Prunayard,
3930
Campbell, CA 95008

Call 226-5966 or 277-3158 for
Mkt.

NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS for
40 full and part time positions.
39 60 per hour

Flexible hours
Cell 289 9346. 12 3 p m M Th
Only’

Union is active and wants to grow
SJSU Come and be a part of
11 30 in the Guadalupe Am

at
For

OFFICE ASST FLEXIBLE MRS PT now
and full time during semester
break Apply now for early consid

David at 1415) 965 0151

oration Call Kathy at Russell’s Fur

SJSU SHOTO-KAN KARATE CLUB regrouping If interested in Moran
ing your knowledge & skill in the
-

art of karate with your own SJSU

?

Karate Club, come by PER 280. 3
to 4:30 pm on T.F or call 629
0421 for Mfo

All levels are wet

nitura 296-1261

of ourselves

aschange

for

companionship

girl Wkday eras

to

No smoke/pets

415-494-2747
SALES

CLERK

PART TIME

Flexible

hours Call 251 6001 now for ap
plication Starling 64 80 par hr

filled

with

P/T EVENINGS & weekends
Just sitting down drinking cof lea
& smoking cigs while making good
money 289.8222

dynamic

Young people who believe that
God is alive rind doing exciting
things in the earth today Visit us

SAN JOSE MUSEUM of Art has open
trigs for awn
cooperators with
work study funding
294 2787

Sunday at 8 30 am. 11.00 am or
6 30 pm Rides available 1255

110 S
ale

Market Sr

Contact Pam

Pedro Sr . SJ. near 280 and Ron
115min from SJSUI 279.2133.

START YOUR OWN BUSINESS New
company setting all sales records

THERE IS NO GOD or is thera? The
Overcomer, Wien then is Come

Sailing not nac sssss y to earn top
income New space age foods de
valopad by NASA require no ’Ong
oration 15 year shelf life No Pre

axparianca new life in Christ every
Wedneradsy night at 7 30. Costa
nom Room. Student Union

sarmitins

279

FURNITURE. CLOTHES. ris

cords and appliances.

atc

Paul

and

can

ba

Drumm 554 2966

Catholic

NATIONAL PARK
SUMMER JOBS
Co., 21 parks. 5.000 openings
Complete information S5 perk ret

nanctng *imitable Call Andre 165
4400 Dimlar
75

Honda

Civic

Good

coed Great gm mileage. AM/FM
cass, super student car $1500 or
21
14081745 7000, nt.
bra

work

FOR SALE 1976 Plymouth Duster 13
mpg 73 000 sins A/C, nrallent
condition Asking 82000 or best
offer CO 277 8121

FOR SALE
61CYCLE PARTS imel eccaraorms A S
Bike Shop close out sal. One half
min tont Tools also Anilabla In
the A S Offic 3rd floor Soudan.
Union 277 3201
Patti CALCU
LATOR FOR SALE ITI 591 with printer

on call

at

various

DISC JOCKEY ready to make your
party swing, And you won’t be
stuck with disco all nite long Just
call the prolanionals al Ross Hart
man Enterprises and tell them
what you want Ross is an SJSU
graduate with eight years radio as penance and many rrrrrr ncas. Call
Ross- 248 1795.
HANDWRITING

ANALYSIS

Explore

paroonality potential Rem rates
P0 Box 36087. SJ, 448.5203,
LOOKING FOR A WEDDING photogra
plug? If thane wars
way you
could have a fantastic time at your
wadding and still get national
award winning photography, you
would want to know more about
it
wouldn’t you, For tha past
seven years. John Paulson’s Photography has been doing just that
for many couples
Perhaps we
can do the same for you! Plena
call

John

Paulson

PROFESSIONAL AND EXPERIENCED
TYPIST
Tan years experience.
100w pm last 51 25 pr page.

3

W run this ad all n
menet Apply 1040 N 4th or cell
Don Sr 289 6647
WANTED TELEPHONE SOLICITORS
B400 to 51000 par hour En
ning work 6 litk from SJSU
Mon quick asy Oman money..
Contact Mr
8980

Taylor

14081

288

PORN AM whath

3 meals laun

dry MI util paid Quiet priv home
All only 1397 Mo 292 2949
AM FOR RENT Fremont Old house
upstalra 1175 plus 0111 deposit
L aun
and kit
priv
415 791
0266
ROOM AVAIL FOR BREAK

12/20 to

1,20

Female non smoker nem
Only $109 pliss $25 deposit 998
0160 altar 6

need a passenger

paper then locates an adult bol,
sh:r.
vtalse

866 2458
EASYTYPE

SECRETARIAL

SERVICE

Reports theses. resumes. letters
ear and accurate Word prop
avail Santa CMra 249.0412
EDITING/TYPING 266 9448 I spacial
i.e in term papers Ina university
approved formal, e g . SPA, Ts
rabianl,

custom

resumes

Greeks

and

Rusty Summarell
..---....-- ...- .

cover Mums 14 yrs experience
Willow Glen area easy accara
Call Marcia Sam Rpm Inc. later

WI

I’’’ ) ’

-- "

.

EMEN

and/or

6 hour intensive
Overcoming Math Anxi-

ety far Adults, Basic Algebra. Geometry, Conquering CBEST’s or
ELME’s Math Anxiety $40.00/3
hrs or $75.00/6 hrs 14081295.
6066 Group andror private tutoring available
HAULING and odd jobs
SJSU senior wrl /2 ton truck can
help Experienced, dependable and
flexible Bruce 277-8837

EVA’S PROFESSIONAL TYPING Oar
vice
Term papers, therms
re/tunnies, lagers. etc
Eva. 926

Z.

fr’S
I
_

9008
1

EXCELLENT QUALITY TYPING. Coro
plate professionalism at low, atu
dent rate Prices start st 61 a page

1

)

i

))

1

1Technical typing and resumes ars
prices slightly higher) Please call
Jeannie 274-1975
FAST.

ACCURATE.

PROFESSIONAL.

The Spartan Daley

close to SJSU Call 2878128

Jim Bricker

FAST.

FRIENDLY TYPING SERVICE
70
wpm.
Adler
Satellite,
51 25/pg Blossom Hill/Loa Gatos

CJACIT YSrETJE mime A
FD511.1.1ERAIM
YOU
Tr EVIZ
141134 OUT to.
CAR13fi,057 114YRE MAD.

area Trish Foster 356 3704
GILROY AREA TYPING. term papers
and resumes from 01 25 per don
Ma spaced page call, 842.5846
GIVE YOUR WORK that quality look il
Typed as you like it 1,7
Emmons.,
14081 241.

Martial!
0503

HAYMOND & TYSON SECRETARIAL
SERVICE

Fest. an
typing IBM Salactric II
roe at 926 9224
INTELLIGENT

. prof
Call She

TYPING:

Mountain
A Gary

View/Hwy 85
Connie
Klein 14151967 0792

Isaac the Newt
MY

MERRIELL

ENTERPRISE. WEST SJ
word processing The quality you
want for your thesis, your term
paper or moon 241,0503

GOT

CAN NAROLY
aolv&A BE

LUTLE
BTH
ROER
SUCT
j
XIS
IN
PAIZ-7
FIRST

CeRrsrmes

A

HE’S
ks_21., irsvdtkE

any!

EIFLiEvE
FAMOUS

ir!

LITE

sroa

tier !

Sheila Neal
we
00

You?

WIIEN

rat/. /N6

spotty roa NIA?

WHO ASKO’ 13
VOL.?

MRS

RYAN’S
TYPING
SERVICE.
1 25/page This mon
lam of raring a 10% discount if you bring
your typing needs to me at least
one weak before the due data Go
for the bast, IBM maestri

mons!

acct.

rata.

Probes
guaranteed

I

--4!% -

152 6663
QUALITY MAILORDER TYPING using 1
correcting
typed.

electric

Fast

service

400/OSp5 or 1% C

Anything

IBM Selactric

Beckum

^

Box C -16300. Tama!, CA 94974
RENEE’S TYPING

Chuck

Donation
Alcalft, PO

EXCELLENT work
Naar campus

Rea

sonabla rotas 287 6050

ing for our third yawl Quality Serv
ice Reasonable
Rates’ Guar
antesd Work, Pickup & Dslivary,
Open 7 days, 99 Call ABLE SEC
RETARIAL SERVICE, 727.8383
&
247-8744
lava Idaysl
ningslweskandsl.
Reports.
Thant. Resumes. Dictation. Etc,
SUNNYVALE VALLCO. Marcie’s Typ
ing IBM Salactric III Prompt, neat,
739
accurate Reasonable

MOVING.

PREGNANT, NEED HELP? Choice Mad
cal Group can Iralp with preg-

TERM PAPERS.

THESES, RESUMES
for all your typing needs Call Per
fact Impression.. 996 3333 Stu
dant rams Located in Campbell

THE WORD COMPANY

nancy sssss and counseling, abor
non to 14 wks awake or asleep
All services in a confidential and

WORD PRO
CESSING Expert work
Spacial
student rrrrr Theses pants, re
ports, transcription expert editing

supportive environment For infer

Menlo Park 1415) 328 WORD

motion

call and talk to our noun

ralors at 358 2766
PSYCHOTHERAPIST IN PRIVATE prac
tice will provider tutoring to psy
chMogy atudants in the sssss of
clinical and abnormal psychology
Fee S15/h1 Call Rick Torras 287

TYPING Any
WORD PROCESSING
thing typed. SJ business g ad a
periencad with these.. resumes,
etc Minutes from campus Call
The Write Word 286 4043

TYPING,
will

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY
typo all remora, resumes.

themes,

etc

Salami,

floc rrrrr

editing,

amis. sction guaranteed
The best for less, From $1 00 per

page
nings

Call Pam 247 2681 an
& weekends Located in

Santa Clara near San Thomas Fop
and Monroe

TYPING FAST ACCURATE

Spec

in

chemcgraphs Near 280 In Sunny
vale
Reasonable rates
Peggy
110 8969

FAST RELIABLE $1 25 par
TYPING
d s page Free pickup & del on
electronic
Olivetti
campus.
Simples
Choice of typestyle
available for rawer* Jude 371
5933 (eve 16 266 8041 !morn)

TYPING

TERM PAPERS. THESIS. reports, word
processing
Ilse
Willow Glen
267 5247

apondancie and manuscripts, win
net of 1982 San Jose RegMnal
Typing Contest Located near San
Jose Flea Market Looking forward
to working with you Off hrs
8 30 5 30 M F Available one &
wknela by mount Call Jana 261
5942
ACCURATE

All

Call Mary 926-1346

TYPING

THESIS,

TERM PAPERS.

etc

Experienced and fast Rea
sortable. rates Phone 269 8674

WORD PROCESSING. TERM PAPERS,
thane.
reports.
dissertations
From $1 50 d s page Free disk
Storeys Jnye 264 1029

Print Your

TYPING

RESUMES

Etna, pica. latter gothrc.
script Pro service end rims rates

TYPING LOCATED NEAR TULLY AND
MC LAUGHLIN IBM Sislactroc III
Correctable Anything typed Ire
ports, resumes thesis etc I Call
998 5215 Ask for Audrey

PAPERS,

types

Sdialt

7221

ACCURATE TYPING SERVICE Pro, all
work guaranteed Specializing in
research papers, resumes. SPA
format !he’ll. MOM). 9181

Minimum throe lines on one day
Two
One
Days
Day
3 Lines $3.10 $3.80
4 Lines $3.80 $4.50
5 Lines $4.50 $5.20
6 Lines $5.20 $5.90
Each Additional Line Add

Three
Days
$4.15
$4.85
$5.55
$6.25
8.70

Four
Day
$4.36
$ 5.06
$5.76
$6.46

Ad Here

(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each line)
L_L_L)i11111111411111111111111_1_11

Ad Rates

Five
Days
$4.50
85.20
$5.90
16.80

Each
Extra
Day
$ .80
$ .95
$1.10
$1.25

(11111111111111111111111_11.111i,
1 1 1

.1 1 1 1 1

1

1111111111 1 1

1 1 1 I
1

1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1

1

1

1

ill/ill

Print Name

TYPING

Fast
depend
able conscientious Experienced
m typing mom papers Moms r
ports etc Sunnyvale 738 8910

All aboard for TYPING THAT’S TOPS
TRUST TONY 296 2087 Santa
Clara IBM &electric availahla 7
days a weak All work guaranteed

m or wnkands

phone 15 yrs prof l exp Almom
at Scott & San Tomos. SC 14081
727499e
14151969 4491
CALL

LINDA

snood

FOR

EXPERT. moan
prolanional typing Term

papa.

Mtlara.
resumes
arc
$1 25/page Idouble sparadi Cas
sotto transcription ’minces avail
able Naar Almaden E sow,
&
Branham Lona Guarantoad quick
’Morn on all papers Phone 264
4504

T .?

,,r1_RF3.,,," /
4,-

Mean)

Swum Rates 1AI Osumi
10.14 Lines $55.00
5-9 Lines $40.00
15 Plus Lines 70.00
Phone 277-3175

Address

Phone

City & State

Zip

Enclosed is $

Laws

Days

AMPRA’S OFFERS TYPING. word pro
ramitng. samistarial ayes Dicta

HOUSING
LO

Brie but

lines satisfaction guaranteed IBM
Correcting Salactric Call Nancy at

ormg
instrjeS t.O Jerrif
"fawn.)

START THE YEAR OFF RIGHT! Return

448 2388

courses

not cifiamp
hate tioffic.P1 wish could Clnde then t.alset
1u5t soorn thru in the exprmS and (Inds a sleety MO m Campus

Photography.

MATH ANXIOUS, For anyone suffer
ing from Math Anxiety, THE MATH
INSTITUTE offers help in the form

hours

54 50/hr

Idays)

0

used books

Ann SJ

DO YOU NEED good ace
SAVE
normcal transportation, You don t
Valkswa
need car you need
gen, Several to choose horn Fi

SALE

am to 9 pm Call for buying hours
app We stock over 125.000 new

Handyman 17 00/hr
TWO JOBS
Iskilladl for apartments near cam
pus Also need 2 muscle men to

AUTOMOTIVE

C.

-.

Now IN fit ExpRE tAtif

I

deserves

port Mission Mtn Co 651 2nd
Ave . W N. Kalispell. Mt 59901.

grams and study opportunities
Ray Natalie Shires Fr Bob Hayes,
Sr Joan Panetta Ray Norb Fon
hobs,

Sta

FOR YOUR BOOKS and no
cords. Recycle books and records
138 East Santa Clara. between
3rd and 416 Sts Open 7 days 10

mairon on becoming e distributor
or buying at distributor prices cell

WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Can
tar Sunday Lutheran 10 45 am.

-

FOR

your 1 st spot

Anderson

Dr.
k,-e.ar

2193

Unlimited potential For more infer

2791110

400 and 8-00 pm
Prayer group Tuesday at 5 00 pm
Maass call campus Ministry 298
0204 for worship counseling pro

added

Bakery
prepared in 5 minutes
products -just add water and cook
Also gongat pastas and dunks

2133
WANTED

kmitummy.moustachis etc I 15%
discount to students and faculty.
Call before Dec 15. 1983 and per

Bascom Ave .
Campbell, CA

Life on Earth

0715

SALES

SOMEBODY CARES ABOUT YOU at
Evangel Christian Fellowship Our
is

tweezing or using chemical
daplitorias Lat ma permanently es
move your unwanted hair (chin hi

of

RM IN P A to female with reliable car in

come, bag thru advanced We can
all achtave together in refinement

church

FASHION/COMMERCIAL
necessary

no exparianca

L’Agence Modals. leading Bay
Area agency. seeks now lames Eu

softball vs intercollegiate teams

other Bible study times and achy
dies. cell Karon at 377 0772 or

ing

mant This nutritious product is da
signed to enable people to gain,
loose, or maintain their body.

Wed

BECAUSE OF YOUR FANTASTIC RE
SPONSE, I am repeating my offer
Bare it all. Stop shaving - wax

CASH

CON-

Dojo. 3232(1 Camino Real. Santa
Clara or Cnuth San Jon Branch

Time every

SERVICES

1645 S

others Contact Japan Karate -Do.
Renahinkan/Sharinji
&
Kobudo

Fellowship

2308

EULIPIA RESTAURANT is sacking a
busser for lunch Mon thru Fri

the parson overcome the limita
hone of the ego It emphasizes
courtesy and respect the person
being in harmony with salt and

LOOK NO FURTHER! Daytime Bible
Studios!
The Baptist
Studant

corn
lims with cerebral palsy as
panion. Call Brian after 6 pm 298.

at 1.2 price 559
3500, Gwen Chalgren. R.E HAIR
TODAY
GONE
TOMORROW,

mantel and physical control to help

O

have

Hard work, good
money No experience necessary
289,8222

parson confront his physical and
emotional limitations. it at aaaaaa

SPARTAN CLUB SOFTBALL
Spring schedule set for women inplaying
fast -pitch
terested
in

Confidential
LOOKING FOR A FEMALE roommate to

CHIMNEY SWEEP

its aim at nothing Ins than to
?

FT/117

NEEDED

Maw Ave

other martial or cultural arts. has

Woman’s Community Clinic. Inc
at 2874322 for appointment

dressed, stemmed envelops Woo.

clods martial arts Dinner will feature Japanese. Chinese and other
int! foods Sunda,. Dez 11 Hill

’in. Classical Kobudo 1weaponl
training Karate .do & Kobudo the

services and obstetrical care Located 6 blocks from campus Call

self ad

AVON SALES REPS: Exclusive territo
rice offering excellent part time in.

(ABUDO CLASSES
Traditional Japanese
Okinawan
Karate Shorinji
ShotoKan
Shy

FREE 2MINUTE PREGNANCY TESTS
for SJSU student. fall semester
with this ad Counseling, abortion

ATTENTION TRADE $15 for $50
Proven to work! Bonus. tool Sin

JAPAN’S MARTIAL ARTS Expo and
dinner show The show will in

XARATE170 &

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC Unwanted hour
removed for
ConfidantM1 By
split only 247 7486 335 So
Baywood Ave . San Jose. CA:

SANJOSEAIR

65 00ihr,

Box 53686 San

Jose. CA 95153

ALGEBRA
AND PHYSICS TUTOR
needed for male high school junior.
16 yrs old Lives near Milpitas.

for sad sraplanatory study guide
to George Swiliart 2829 Pennon
ciaCrk Rd S.J. 95132

.

tails Nail Enter

Coffee &

CAROL’S TYPING Top quallty. accu
rate.
quick
turnover
IBM II
Camden/Laugh
61 40/pg
978

fast turnaround Well meet all dead

PERSONALS

01300. sell 6650 00

tography 448 2388
HARD TIME IN CALCULUS, Unhappy
with your omelet, Sand $3.95 ppd

dining room & kitchen fireplace
Weekly rates 570
pool table
6110 234 So 111h 998 0223

$550 00 8.praca dining room sat,

280.5055
DENTAL/VISION PLAN for studants
Enroll now. Save your teeth and
eyes and also money Informatton.
AS office or phone 371.6811 ,

attractive

coshed rooms with color to & per
sonal refrigerators Parking large

signed sofa & ion seat 6450 00
5prace bedroom suite with desk.

grad & undargrad Experience frorn
clartcal to post grad. intro -to moron,’ We need you Naar campus
ICEF PO Box 952. SJ. 95109

Walk to class
fur

spacious

coed

NEED CASH, Pan
oranuc mammy.. stara, muat
all !usury furnishings Custom de

URGENT

services admin data processing,
public
awareness
fundraising.
arc Si & mono lingual all majors,

la

THE HACIENDA INN

2196

Cede CbsoiReation:
Announcements
Automotive
Travel
Stereo

Help Wanted
Housing
For Sale
Typing

Personals
Services
Lost & Found

SEND CHICK. MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose. California 95192

Cia.rhed

Dmali lacatrai las& O6N1011

Deadline: Two depu prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads
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Middle East tensions escalate
continued from page

I
Sunday - find themselves even further from a
homecoming. Unless the new show of U.S. force
persuades Syria to withdraw, their mission appears open-ended.
President Reagan insisted on Sunday that
the United States was not spoiling for a fight
with Syria, but rather sought only to help the
Lebanese gover iment stabilize the country.
Although hi emphasized "we don’t desire"
a broader confrontation with Syria - and that
the bombing of the anti-aircraft batteries was
in reaction to an "unprovoked attack" on unarmed U.S. reconnaissance planes on Saturday
- the show of American muscle could prove
ominous.
Syria is armed by the Soviet Union, its gunby Soviet technicians. U.S. firing
ners
on Syrian positions, which Reagan and Pentagon officials suggested might be repeated,
brings the superpower’s closer to a clash in the
Middle East than they have been since the Yom
Kippur war of 1973.
The Soviets quickly rebuilt the Syrian
forces after they were humbled by the Israelis
in Lebanon last year. but avoided direct involvement in clashes between the two countries. If the Syrians are subjected to US.
poundings. the Soviets will have to decide
whether to let their closest Arab ally down or
help Syria fight back.
The Marines, sent to Lebanon 16 months

ago to help evacuate Palestinian guerrillas
after an Israeli siege of Beirut, will stay "to
bring peace to that area," Reagan said. With
that goal still extremely elusive, the Marines
could be a constant target, inviting attack leading to U.S. retaliation.
"We are going to defend our forces there."
Reagan vowed Sunday -shortly after Syria.
backed Druze militia opened fire on the Marines. After he spoke, U.S. naval artillery on
warships off the Lebanese coast and land-based
Marine artillery and tanks fired back at the
Druze positions in the hills above Beirut.
"We are not at war with the United States,"
said Retie Jouejati, the Syrian ambassador to
Washington. "But the escalation is imposed on
us, and what are we supposed to win by that?
We want to defend ourselves, to defend our positions, to defend the independence and the sovereignty of Lebanon."
U.S.-Syrian hostility can be traced back to
last summer. With considerable effort, the administration helped arrange an agreement in
which Israel promised to withdraw its 15,000
troops from Lebanon. But the pullout was contaigent on an exodus of the 40,000 Syrian troops
who control about half the country - and the
Syrians refused to budge.
In the violence that followed Israel’s evacuation of the Shout mountains in early September, the Marines suffered casualties and Marine artillery fired at Druze gun positions.

New Daily staff picked
Staff writer Jennifer Koss has been
chosen editor-in-chief of next semester’s
Spartan Daily.
A selection committee of journalism
department faculty and current Daily editors picked Koss for the spring paper’s top
spot November 28, over fellow staff writer
Jeff Barbosa .
Koss hopes to have at least 20 reporters on staff to minimize the need to run
wire copy. She also plans to a establish a
closer working relationship with the Daily
photographers, and to reduce the number
If sports -only writers.
Otherwise, Koss will not make any
wholesale changes in the paper’s format.
"I want to continue in the Mike Betz
tradition," she said, "to maintain a low
profile, but to be there when needed."
Koss emphasizes the team concept for
next year’s staff. There will not be many
editors "so we have to help each other
out.’ she said.
On Wednesday, Koss and Daily advisers selected next semester’s other editors,
including new city editor Ken Leiser.
"I want to be more attuned to the news
on campus - the real news," Leiser said.
"I’d like to have better coverage of campus events than this semester."
The remaining spring editors include:
Barbosa, news editor; Warren Bates,
forum editor; John Venturino, associate
news and forum editor; John Ormsby,
sports editor; Eric Hermstad, Entertainer

Jennifer Koss
chosen as Spartan Daily editor-in-chief for next semester.
editor; Pat Sangimino, layout editor; J
Dean McCluskey, associate layout editor;
Dean Kahl, feature editor; Karen Woods,
special assignment editor; Tracy Silveria,
associate special assignment editor;
Kathryn Uzzardo, photo editor, and Kathy
Kollinzas, chief photographer.

Schools warn students about
dangers of computer crime
LoS ANGELES (Al’) - With more
students gaining access to computers at
home and in classrooms, schools are trying to teach them that "hacking" is not a
game, and could even land them in jail.
About a dozen of Los Angeles County’s
81 public school districts have begun teaching classes dealing with computer
crime, privacy rights and copyright laws.
"It’s illegal, but it’s fun," a I7-yearold high school student in Harbor City said
when asked about "hacking" - the term
used by computer buffs to describe breaking into other computers’ data banks and
pirating computer programs.
"These critical issues tend to be the
last they (school districts) deal with, because they are so nervous" about getting
their own computer systems running, says
Jeanne Guertin, a consultant who works
with the county in developing computer
policies.
In the past few years, Los Angeles
County schools have gone from several
hundred computers to more than 9,000.
That’s an average of one for every 135
students, or nearly six for each elementary and high school.
Along with the growth in computers is
a growth in computer "hacking" around
the nation, which has led to arrests and

criminal charges. The most publicized
cases involved teenagers, either in high
school or just starting college.
Ronald Mark Austin, a 19-year-old
UCLA freshman charged last month with
14 felony counts of maliciously gaining access to the school’s research computer.
In the Orange County city of Irvine,
FBI agents raided the homes of four high
school students who they said had tapped
into an electronic mailing system. The
agents seized their computer equipment,
but no charges have been filed since the
raids in October.
In the Bellflower Unified School District, students are taught that misusing a
computer may be a crime, while older students are encouraged to participate in
classroom debates about the latest computer crimes in the news.
One Bellflower teacher, Bob 50th,
says he seems to make the most impact on
students by turning the tables and asking
how they would feel if they had invested a
great deal of time and money into inventing a program, then someone stole it.
"It’s a little easier for student to understand in this setting," Soth says.
Culver City, high school teacher Betty
Bylene also uses class discussion to drive
the key issues home.

Thei , when the Marines’ headquarters was
bombed in October, killing 239 Marines and
sailors, administration officials implicated proIranian fighters and Syria.
Two weeks ago, Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger flatly accused the Syrian government of "sponsorship and knowledge" of the
atteek
In the meantime, the Reagan administration closed ranks with Israel, setting up a commission during Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir’s visit last week that will plan joint
military maneuvers.
Although it is an unstated axiom that the
United States and the Soviet Union stay at
arm’s length from each other in the Middle
East, twice in the last 13 years a confrontation
loomed.
In 1970, during an undeclared war between
Israel and Egypt, which was then a Soviet client, Israeli warplanes shot down five Soviet
MiG-21 fighters that were defending Egypt. The
Soviets held their fire,
In 1973, while Israel was rebounding from a
joint attack by Egypt and Syria, the Soviets
suggested they might intervene militarily. The
Nixon administration, which had replenished
Israel’s stock of arms, put American forces on
alert. Secretary of State Henry Kissinger also
arranged a cease-fire before Israel could demolish the Egyptian army -and before the Soviets could be tested.

UC Davis committee

rejects private grant
SACRAMENTO (AP
- Citing
state conflict -of-interest rules, the University of California at Davis for the
first time has rejected a private company’s research grant because of a UC
researcher’s ties to the company.
While turning down a $1,500 grant
from an energy company to fund a wind
turbine project, the faculty committee
approved a $58,000 grant from a drug
company to a professor who is a paid
consCitant to the company, saying the
project offered an offsetting "public
benefit."
The rules, approved by the state
Fair Political Practices Commission,
require committees at each of the nine
UC campuses to review proposed research grants from private companies
in which the principal researcher reports receiving money or holding a financial interest in the company.
A committee can approve a grant,

reject it or recommend changes, iii.
eluding replacement of the principal
researcher. All but a small fraction of
the projects reviewed so far have been
approved.
The project rejected by the UC
Davis committee this week was a $1,500
grant from Westwind Industries Inc. of
Davis to Paul Migliore, an assistant
professor of mechanical engineering,
for research on wind turbines.
Migliore, whose research focuses
on alternative energy sources, is director of engineering for Westwind Industries, a job for which he is paid a share
of the company.
The project approved by the committee was a $58,104 grant by the Pfizer
drug company to David Ogryzdiak, an
assistant professor of microbiology
who is also a consultant to Pfizer. It
continues funding begun in 1981.
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SJSU STUDENTS

Teenage behavior test
predicts future traits

4;fr/

BOSTON (API - Psychological tests given in
junior high school can predict which youngsters
will smoke cigarettes, drink liqpor or use marijuana when they get a few years older, researchers
say.
The tests measure the childrens’ attitudes toward authority and good behavior. The most rebellious youngsters get the lowest scores. And the
lower the score, the researchers say, the more
likely the child is to drink, smoke cigarettes and
puff pot.
The research, published recently in the journal,
Contemporary Drug Problems, is among the first
results of a major I4-year study of the behavior of
school children.
Researchers who administer the tests come up
with a "socialization" score for each child.
"Where you are at an early age on the scale of
socialization predicts with surprising accuracy
where you will be three years later in your use of
drugs in high school," said Dr. Gene M. Smith of
Massachusetts General Hospital. "This same scale
also differentiates those who will become users of
the legal drugs - cigarettes and alcohol - from
those who will not."
Smith said the test might be used to spot susceptible children so they can be counseled against
drugs before they start using them.
In 1969, the researchers tested 1,474 junior high
school pupils in four middle-class Boston suburbs.
Follow up studies were conducted three years later
and again in 1980 when the young people had
reached their 20s.
Youngsters with low scores described themselves on the tests as being willing to lie, cheat, hurt
others, break rules and disobey their parents.
The adolescents also rated all the other pupils
in their homerooms. The ones with low scores were
described by their classmates as being disobedient,
rebellious, impulsive, irresponsible, untrustworthy, disorganized, insensitive and lacking in motivation.
Youngsters with the kinds of personalities that
adults like best scored highest on the tests.
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PLUS
Across the street from campus
Home cooked meals, private parking
Library and research files
Downstairs bar, pool table, shuffleboard
poker room. T. V.. pinball
OPEN HOUSE: Thursday, December 8, 7.30 pm
123 S. 11th St. Or call: 279-9629
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’4111:1117"PCAA Mini -Season Ticket Plans"
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SEE 3 GREAT LEAGUE GAMES FOR ONLY $4!
AND RECEIVE DISCOUNT COUPONS GOOD AT
THE SPARTAN PUB

TICKET PLANS ON SALE THIS WEEK IN FRONT OF
THE STUDENT UNION 1 la.m. to 2p.m.
& AVAILABLE AT THE ATHLETIC TICKET OFFICE
Plan #1 includes(
January 9 vs Pacific
January (205 Nevada -Las Vegas
January 14 vs UC Irvine
Redeem your coupon at The Pub until Jan. 21, and
receive $1.00 OFF A LARGE PIZZA!

Plan #2 includes:
January 28 vs Utah State
February 2 vs Fullerton Stale
February 6 vs UC Santa Barbara
Redeem your coupon at The Pub until Feb. 11 end
receive A FREE ORDER OF CHIPS!

Plan #3 includes:
February 16 vs New Mexico State
February IS on Long Beach State
March 1 vs Fresno State
Redeem your coupon at The Pub until March 8, and
receive A FREE ORDERO) PEANUTS!

FULL SEASON TICKET PLANS STILL AVAILABLE
FOR $15.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 277-3241
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COMPARE:
SJSU DORM
SJSU THETA CHI
FEB-MAY ’84
JAN-MAY ’84
$1275
$1000
_
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cz*-SPARTAN BASKETBALL & THE PUB

$SAVE ON RENT
ONE ROOM
10 MEAL PLAN
ONE SEMESTER

WIWI

GIVE YOURSELF A HOLIDAY TREAT!
Skis 13oors -POLES & cgoss couN-nzy
ss)uiPrvIeNTSALe- NOW AT" E4R11-1
E.T. ISLOCATEIJ ON-CAMFUG NEXT TO 541:MY
AND WILL ee- OPEN DulaiNcv tkilN1rP_ 1512EAK
CALL (408) 217-3033 FOR INFORMATION
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